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Puppet Theater and
the Interpreter’s Role

NICOLE SHERIKO

IN THE MOST FAMOUS PUPPET SHOW of early modern English literature,
a puppet, to prove he is not in fact a human actor, lifts his garment
to flash the audience his lack of genitalia. This unexpected turn of
events in Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair is the product of a mis-
reading; a Puritan critic in the audience has mistaken what he sees
and the puppet provides a necessary corrective.1 At roughly the
same time in Spain, Cervantes’s second part of Don Quixote fea-
tures the titular hero making an identical misreading, assuming
puppet Turks to be human and then smashing them to pieces.2 Pup-
pet theater has a long cultural association with misreading—with
interpretive processes more broadly—and is often invoked in
moments of interpretive uncertainty.

This association stretches at least as far back as Plato’s Allegory of
the Cave, which uses shadow puppets to raise questions about how
we make sense of what we see.3 In the Reformation, pamphleteers
frequently invoke puppets to criticize the general theatricality of
Catholic ritual, wielding them to assert Catholic “misinterpretation”
of the biblical text.4 The Elizabethan play Friar Bacon and Friar
Bungay features a puppeteered brazen head that prophesizes, offer-
ing its interpretations of the past, present, and future.5 And Jon-
son’s Jacobean play Bartholomew Fair with which I began not only
uses a puppet show to stage a case of misinterpretation, but also
situates that puppet show in the play’s broader project of directing
audiences how to interpret properly.6

The larger project to which this essay belongs aims to establish
puppetry as central to elite, writerly paradigms of interpretation
and as a product of common people’s direct engagement with per-
formance as a form of interactive interpretive labor. How the long-
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Puppet Theater and the Interpreter’s Role 153

standing association of puppetry with interpretive processes
intersects with the actual practices of puppet performance will be
the subject of this essay.

Taking popular forms seriously as everyday critical frameworks
is essential for moving beyond a dominant Bakhtinian model of
such entertainment as festive, occasional forms set apart from quo-
tidian experience. Popular entertainments like the puppets,
clowns, and performing animals that I study have significant ethi-
cal stakes precisely because they are not marginal (as compared to
the commercial theater). These are deeply familiar media inscribed
by the cultural values of the common people who consume them.
Puppetry is especially inclusive of audience attitudes and has a
broad cultural presence across early modern geographies and cul-
tures.

References to puppetry appear in stage plays by Shakespeare and
his contemporaries, in ballads, defenses of and attacks on the the-
ater, and other texts related to performance, but they also appear
in Erasmus, Calvin, and Milton, in broadsides, misogynist tracts,
sermons and religious pamphlets, histories, travelogues, astrologi-
cal and scientific treatises, and poetry of every genre.7 Puppetry’s
appearance in over six hundred printed texts in Early English
Books Online (EEBO) alone reflects its constant presence through-
out the countryside and in the streets of London. Its ubiquity as
entertainment in the early modern period makes it a ready meta-
phor with richly polyvalent potential that remains accessible
across social classes and literacies.

Despite this cultural saturation, the surviving archive of Renais-
sance puppet theater is quite small, surviving most commonly in
the fool’s baubles (a kind of rod puppet), that my work reads else-
where.8 Puppets’ heavy use and improvisational style means that
few material traces remain, and their lowbrow status suggests that
any primary texts would have likely been laughed out of the
archives capable of preserving them. If Thomas Bodley did not care
for play texts, puppet shows could not have stood a chance. The
evidence that does remain is largely literary, which usefully inter-
twines details of actual performance techniques with puppetry’s
cultural symbolism, highlighting how particular puppet practices
illuminate the interpretive process they have come to symbolize.

By the mid-seventeenth century, puppetry is iconographically
linked to interpretive crises in what may be the sole surviving print
illustration of English puppet theater from the sixteenth or seven-
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154 NICOLE SHERIKO

teenth centuries (Fig. 1).9 This 1644 frontispiece for The arch-
cheate, or the cheate of cheats has gone seemingly unnoticed, prob-
ably because the pamphlet has nothing to do with puppet theater—
and yet this illustration suggests that puppetry as a metaphor is
meaningful enough to frame the entire work. This frontispiece pro-
duces an almost ludicrously excessive layering of explanatory
interpretations of the content within. The woodcut of a puppet
show provides a visual metaphor for what the pamphlet does—it,
like the fellow pointing in the center, pulls back the curtain to
reveal the powers working unseen (in this case, the Prelates pulling
the government’s strings). Integrated into this woodcut, alphabetic
labels for each element of the image identify and interpret them.
We can see, for example, that instead of labeling the man pulling
the puppet’s strings as the “Puppet-master” in the literalist vein of
the other labels, the woodcut instead names him “The Prelate
ordering of all,” indicating not what we see but what we are meant
to understand by what we see. This annotated image is preceded by
a thematic epigrammatic couplet and is followed by an explanatory
poem that italicizes its own key words and phrases. As if that were
not enough, the short poem is then explained by seven footnotes
altogether longer than the poem itself. The frontispiece, like Bar-
tholomew Fair’s and Don Quixote’s puppet shows, demonstrates
the many possibilities for misinterpretation, but it ultimately sug-
gests that the proper way to engage its contents is to take the inter-
pretive posture of a puppet show audience.

The solution to the problem of readers failing to note the Prelates
behind the scenes is to have no behind-the-scenes. The “fellow
pointing” who pulls back the curtain merges the performance and
audience space and suggests the need to actively interpret rather
than passively observe what they see. Such a mode of spectatorship
involves the audience directly engaging the mechanics of perform-
ance, but while this kind of engagement might look like a dis-
ruption of the puppet show, it is actually a feature built into
Renaissance puppet theater practice.

In actual performances, puppet theater employs a specialized
performer called the “Interpreter.” The Interpreter could be either
the puppeteer or a second human performer who stood in front of
the puppet stage, physically placed between puppet and audience
participants.10 He is traditionally a showman and a translator
whose primary obligation is to the show that must go on. The Inter-
preter managed the crowd; he not only announced the start of the
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Figure 1.
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156 NICOLE SHERIKO

show, played music, and collected money, but he also encouraged
the crowd to interact with the show by acting as both a performer
in it and a kind of talkative audience member commenting on it.
He “manages” the crowd not by silencing it but by facilitating the
crowd’s inclusion in the performance and modeling how to collab-
orate with the puppet and sometimes animal performers. He illus-
trates that a puppet play is interplay. He is a collaborator rather
than a conduit for the meaning of the show and his function is pre-
cisely to cultivate a kind of interacting, interpretive posture in the
audience. The interpretive activities of the audience provide the
engine for the performance as their responses feed the play’s
action, as when the interruption of the Puritan critic Busy produces
new entertainment.

Jonson’s Lantern Leatherhead fulfills this function in Bartholo-
mew Fair’s puppet show, but Shakespeare’s plays invoke the pup-
pet Interpreter role as well. In Two Gentlemen of Verona, for
example, Speed describes Silvia as an “exceeding puppet” and
refers to Valentine’s speaking to her by saying “Now he will inter-
pret to her.”11 In Hamlet, when Hamlet acts as a kind of puppet
Interpreter of the Mousetrap play by explaining its dumb show, he
tells Ophelia “I could interpret between you and your love, if I
could see the puppets dallying.”12 Hamlet’s invocation of the Inter-
preter comes, like many others, in a moment of interpretive crisis.
Hamlet explicitly locates the drama of the Mousetrap in the audi-
ence’s interpretation as he monitors Claudius’s reading and facili-
tates his outburst. Claudius’s outburst is like Busy’s—produced by
audience interpretation and a carefully considered part of the per-
formance anticipated in advance. In Bartholomew Fair, Leather-
head enables Busy to steer the puppet show in a new direction by
repeating and translating each line of argument between Busy and
his puppet opponent—traditionally clarifying the puppet’s unin-
telligible voice and amplifying Busy’s speech for listeners further
away.13 What seems like the show’s derailment is, in the hands of
the Interpreter, the engine of more play and the very purpose of this
audience-centered form.

Like these Shakespearean and Jonsonian puppet Interpreters, the
frontispiece’s fellow pointing to the stage is symbolically associ-
ated with the impulse to interpret but also recalls the Interpreter’s
practical function of encouraging the audience to engage the per-
formers, directing attention as he draws readers into the text. The
puppet Interpreter makes explicit the interplay between audience
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and performance constitutive of all theater, but heightens that
interplay such that audiences do not merely enable or authorize
performance by their sheer presence, but actively engage in the
unfolding of the drama. I highlight the Interpreter’s role as a way of
rethinking not just popular theater but also the basic relationship
between theatrical performance and its interpretation. The puppet
Interpreter’s model is one in which interpretation is an ongoing ele-
ment of performance itself, inseparable from its production. A
model wherein consumers are producers, revealing the porousness
between theatrical form and social behavior. The puppet Inter-
preter allows us to see that even metaphorical uses of puppetry cast
theatrical audiences not as passive upturned faces, but as makers,
whose readings and misreadings alike have the power to make per-
formance anew.
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